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Ayahuasca is a psychoactive brew traditionally used in shamanistic and vegetalistic
rituals and has recently received lot of attention due to potential cognitive benefits.
Ayahuasca effects are caused by the synergistic interaction of β-carbolines (harmine,
harmaline and tetrahydroarmine) contained in Banisteriopsis caapi stalks combined with
the N,N-dimethyltryptamine (DMT) from Psychotria viridis leaves, a potent agonist to
serotonin (5-HT) receptors. The present study approaches the effects of chronic and
acute exposure to two Ayahuasca concentrations (0.1 and 0.5 ml/L) on the cognitive
ability to discriminate objects in a one-trial learning task in zebrafish. Based on the
combination of concentrations and exposure regimens, we divided adult zebrafish in
five treatment groups: acute 0.1 and 0.5 ml/L, chronic 0.1 and 0.5 ml/L, and control 0.0
(n = 20 for each group). Then we tested them in a memory task of object discrimination.
Acute Ayahuasca exposed groups performed similarly to the control group, however
chronically treated fish (13 days) presented both impaired discriminative performance
and locomotor alterations. Overall, these results indicate that Ayahuasca is a potent
psychoactive drug that, in chronic exposure, negatively affects mnemonic parameters
in zebrafish. In single exposure it does not affects cognitive performance, but the
higher concentration (0.5) affected locomotion. Moreover, we reinforce the importance
of the zebrafish for behavioral pharmacological studies of drug screening, in special to
psychedelic drug research.
Keywords: Santo Daime, Danio rerio, memory, β-carbolines, DMT, object discrimination task

INTRODUCTION
Learning is a critical ability for an individual’s development and fitness because it allows for
gathering information, processing, and changing behavior to properly respond to several different
situations. A complementary process to learning is memory, which confers the ability to create
representations of experiences and information that can persist for different periods of time
(Vishnoi et al., 2016). Both learning and memory are dependent on neuronal plasticity (Kolb
and Whishaw, 1998; Saar et al., 2002; Ghosh et al., 2016), a very delicate process that is affected
by psychoactive drugs (Gould, 2010). Drugs interfere on the learning and memory processes by
modifying attention, perceptual, or motivational processes, which directly affect the formation of
prominent traces (Vik et al., 2004; Kuypers and Ramaekers, 2007; Potvin et al., 2018).
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response for highly impacting psychedelic substances such as
Ayahuasca.

Notwithstanding, some drugs are claimed to improve
cognition. Among them, Ayahuasca, a hallucinogen beverage
prepared through the decoction of Banisteriopsis caapi stalks
and Psychotria viridis leaves, has gained ground. Regular
users declare a number of benefits obtained from the brew
intake, such as mind healing, increased self-knowledge,
improved memory and persistently elevated mood (Frecska
et al., 2012, 2016). Ayahuasca’s effects are derived from
the combined action of β-carbolines (harmaline, harmine
and tetrahydroharmine) which act as reversible monoamine
oxidase inhibitor (MAOI), with N,N-dimethyltryptamine
(DMT), an indole alkaloid similar to serotonin (5-HT). The
inhibition process of the MAO caused by the β-carbolines
results in a higher oral bioavailability of DMT, which acts
mainly as an agonist of the 5-HT receptors (Fuller et al.,
1970; Yasuhara et al., 1972; McKenna et al., 1984; McKenna,
2004). As a result, DMT promotes similar effects as the 5-HT
itself (Rabin et al., 2002) and together with MAOI leads to
increased BDNF levels in humans (dos Santos and Hallak,
2017), which seems to be related to amelioration of some
psychological disease symptoms such as anxiety, obsessivecompulsive behavior and depression (Bouso et al., 2012; Cai
et al., 2015).
However, Ayahuasca use is still controversial. Studies
applying Ayahuasca to animal models have argued that chronic
exposure may provoke toxic and cognitive-impairment effects,
such as neuronal loss (Figueroa, 2012; Pic-Taylor et al., 2015) and
increased serotonergic activity that induces neurodegeneration
(Jiang et al., 2015). The zebrafish (Danio rerio) has attracted
scientific attention in recent years, and is at the forefront
of developmental biology studies (Grunwald and Eisen, 2002;
Kalueff et al., 2014), in addition to being a promising model in
predictive validation for drug research (Gerlai et al., 2000; Rico
et al., 2007; Luchiari and Chacon, 2013; Chacon and Luchiari,
2014; Sterling et al., 2015; Santos et al., 2016). Both adult and
larval zebrafish have been applied in studies approaching basic
neuroscience questions and it has been successfully used to
understand brain development and functioning in humans due
to the high conservation of many molecular pathways, genes and
protein products with mammals (Holzschuh et al., 2001; Kaslin
and Panula, 2001; Kaslin et al., 2004; McLean and Fetcho, 2004;
Faraco et al., 2006; Prober et al., 2006). Although the zebrafish has
been used as one of the best animal models for high throughput
screening in neuroscience, much less is known about the learning
and memory processes in adult fish.
In a previous study using zebrafish, we have reported that
anxiolytic effects are dependent on the concentration used,
and slightly higher concentration can cause large suppressive
effects on locomotion (Savoldi et al., 2017). In this sense and
due to the widespread use of Ayahuasca worldwide (about
20,000 Ayahuasca users in the world), studies on the effects of
this drug on cognitive processing are urgent. Therefore, this
study evaluates the effect of Ayahuasca exposure, both acute
and chronic, in the performance of zebrafish on a cognitive
task. For this, we used a more vulnerable type of memory,
based on one-trial recognition test (Oliveira et al., 2015), due
to its sensibility to most psychostimulant substances and rapid
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals and Housing
In the present study 100 adult zebrafish (Danio rerio, wild type,
both sexes, 2.5 ± 0.2 g) were used. Fish stock was acquired from
a local farm in Natal (Brazil) and transferred to the vivarium of
the Fish Laboratory (Physiology Department—UFRN) 60 days
previous to the tests. Fish were held in communal tanks (50 L,
100 × 30 × 50 cm, width × depth × height) connected through
a recirculation system with multistage filtration, including a
mechanical filter, biological filter, activated carbon filter and
UV light-sterilizing unit. Temperature, pH and oxygen were
measured daily (average values: 28◦ C, pH 6.7, O2 6 mg/L) and
the photoperiod set at 12:12 light:dark cycle. Fish were fed
twice a day with commercial food (Nutricom Pet: 38% protein
and 4% lipids), and frozen Artemia salina. All procedures for
the present study were approved by the Ethical Committee for
Animal Use of the Federal University of Rio Grande do Norte
(CEUA n◦ 053/2016).

Ayahuasca Exposure
Ayahuasca brew was obtained from the religious group ‘‘Igreja da
Barquinha,’’ Ji-Paraná, Rondonia State (Brazil). The preparation
followed the traditional recipe. Briefly, 50% of Banisteriopsis
caapi and 50% of Psychotria viridis leaves are boiled to
concentration into water for several hours, infused water is
cooled down and transferred to bottles to be stored in a
refrigerator. The infusion used in the present study has been
previously analyzed by gaseous chromatography and presented
0.36 ± 0.01 mg/ml of DMT, 1.86 ± 0.11 mg/ml of harmine,
0.24 ± 0.03 mg/ml of harmaline and 1.20 ± 0.05 mg/ml of
tetrahydroharmine (Savoldi et al., 2017).
After the acclimating period in the vivarium, fish were
separated into five groups (n = 20 each) and held in glass
tanks (40 × 25 × 20 cm), composing the groups for Ayahuasca
exposure before the one-trial recognition test. Tanks were
maintained with aeration given by an air stone and the water
volume was exchanged in 30% daily to keep water quality.
For the drug exposure, we used two exposure regimes, acute
and chronic and two doses, 0.1 ml/L and 0.5 ml/L of Ayahuasca.
We chose the doses based on our previous work which analyzed
four acute doses (0.1 ml/L, 0.5 ml/L, 1 ml/L and 3 ml/L; Savoldi
et al., 2017). Acute 1 and 3 ml/L decrease locomotion and
increase anxiety impairing fish behavior, so we exclude these
higher doses from the present experiment. The combination
of doses and exposure regime create five treatments: chronic
0.1 ml/L (C0.1), chronic 0.5 ml/L (C0.5), acute 0.1 ml/L (A0.1),
acute 0.5 ml/L (A0.5), and the control 0.0 ml/L (0.0). For the
chronic groups, fish were daily transferred (gently using a net)
to a small tank (2 L) containing the Ayahuasca concentration for
60 min exposure, and then transferred back to the holding tank.
This procedure was repeated 13 consecutive days (Figure 1). For
the acute treatment, fish were daily transferred to a small tank
(2 L) containing only water, where it was kept for 60 min along
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic representation of the experimental design: (A) timeline for Ayahuasca exposure and (B) one-trial discrimination test. Along the line, the
15 days of experiment. Five groups of Ayahuasca exposure were tested: chronic 0.1 ml/L, chronic 0.5 ml/L, acute 0.1 ml/L, acute 0.5 ml/L and 0.0 ml/L (control).
One-trial discrimination test was split into three phases: 5 days of tank habituation, memorization phase (with two identical 3D objects—A1 × A2 ) and discrimination
phase (with two different 3D objects—A3 × B).

groups were placed for 60 min in small tank (2 L) containing
clear water before going to the test tank. Fish behavior in the
test tank was recorded using a video camera (Sony Digital Video
Camera Recorder; DCR-SX45) placed 1 m above the tank. At
the end of 20-min exploring the tank with objects, each fish was
gently removed to its holding tank, separated from each other
by a transparent partition to maintain fish identity but allowing
visual contact.
On the next day, the Discrimination phase (3) went on. For
this, one of the objects previously used was replaced by a new one,
which had similar size and shape, but different color (objects A3
and B). The novel object (B) were always randomized between
the animals. Objects in colors green and blue were not used
during this trials due to previous records of zebrafish preference
for these colors (Avdesh et al., 2010; Oliveira et al., 2015). On
this phase, each fish was transferred to the test tank for 20 min
exploring the objects and behavior was recorded from above.
There was no manipulation or drug exposure going on before the
test. All the transferences of fish between their residence tanks
and test tanks occurred gently and rapidly with a net.

13 days, and on the 14th day fish were exposed to 0.1 ml/L
or 0.5 ml/L Ayahuasca for 60 min previous to the one-trial
recognition test (Figure 1). The control group was handled
everyday as the other groups but never exposed to Ayahuasca.
Ayahuasca concentration for fish exposure was prepared fresh
daily and discarded immediately after. Concentrations used were
based on previous results using the same brew (Savoldi et al.,
2017).

One-Trial Discrimination Test
The discrimination test was divided into three phases:
Habituation (1); Memorization (2); and Discrimination (3;
Figure 1B). The Habituation phase (1) consisted of the
presentation of the test tank to the animals with the goal of
diminishing novelty and isolation stress. This phase took 5 days
and fish from each Ayahuasca group were allowed to explore
the tank used for the test (glass tank, 40 × 25 × 20 cm, all
covered in white). On the first habituation day, 10 fish from each
Ayahuasca group were put together into the tank for 20 min.
On the following days, the number of animals was progressively
decreased (five fish on the 2nd, 3–4 fish on the 3rd, two fish on
the 4th and one fish on the last day), so that on the last day of this
phase fish could explore the tank alone for 20 min every time.
On the day after, the Memorization phase (2) took place. Each
fish was allowed to explore the tank for 20 min, but this time there
were two identical 3D objects (Legor blocks, same size, color
and shape, named A1 and A2 ) displayed in opposite sides beside
the two smallest walls of the tank. On the memorization phase,
fish from the acute Ayahuasca groups were exposed to 0.1 ml/L
or 0.5 ml/L (2 L tank) during 60 min before being placed into
the test tank. Fish from the chronic Ayahuasca and the control
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Behavioral and Data Analysis
The behavior recorded in video was tracked through the software
ZebTrack (v2.3; Pinheiro-da-Silva et al., 2017) on the MATLAB
platform (R2013A 8.1.0.604). The parameters analyzed were:
average swimming speed, maximum swimming speed, total
distance traveled, freezing and time exploring each object. We
considered the animal’s residence time in a 3-cm area around
the objects to define exploration behavior (Lucon-Xiccato and
Dadda, 2014; Pinheiro-da-Silva et al., 2017).
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95% HDI = [−16.2, 11]). However, there was clear difference
on exploration time on the discrimination phase (Mean
Difference = A3 × B = 53.8, 95% HDI = [33.3, 72.8]; Figure 2B).
The group A0.1 presented no difference on the object exploration
time during the memorization phase (Mean Difference = −4.55,
95% HDI = [−8.54, 17.7]), but presented relevant difference
on the exploration time on the discrimination phase (Mean
Difference = 30.4, 95% HDI = [8.75, 51.1]; Figure 2D). The
group A0.5 showed no difference on the exploration time of
A1 × A2 objects (Mean Difference = 0.614, 95% HDI = [−9.08,
9.89]), but Bayesian inference showed a trend towards increasing
exploration time of object B on discrimination phase (Mean
Difference = 12.5, 95% HDI = [−0.27, 23.2]), although 12%
of the data distribution is on the practical equivalence zone
(−0.5–0.5; Figure 2F). On the contrary, groups C0.1 and C0.5 did
not present any difference on the objects exploration time
both on the exploration and the discrimination phases (C0.1:
Mean Difference = A1 × A2 = 2.04, 95% HDI = [−13.9,
17.1], A3 × B = −2.15, 95% HDI = [−13.6, 8.69]; C0.5: Mean
Difference = A1 × A2 = 0.05, 95% HDI = [−9.09, 9.03],
A3 × B = 1.89, 95% HDI = [−6.23, 9.86]; Figures 2H,J,
respectively).
Based on how much the animals explored each object,
a discrimination index (Di ) was calculated. Figure 3 depicts
the box plots of the median of Di for the 5 experimental
groups. The closer the median value to zero, the lower the
object discrimination. The Bayesian analyses carried out for
paired comparison between groups showed relevant differences
between groups 0.0 vs. A0.5 (Mean Difference = 40.4, 95%
HDI = [15.9, 64.8]), 0.0 vs. C0.1 (Mean Difference = 59.5, 95%
HDI = [38.8, 80.7]), 0.0 vs. C0.5 (Mean Difference = 55.4, 95%
HDI = [35.6, 78.2]), A0.1 vs. C0.1 (Mean Difference = 39.6, 95%
HDI = [12.5, 64.9]), A0.1 vs. C0.5 (Mean Difference = 34.6, 95%
HDI = [9.18, 61.0]), A0.5 vs. C0.1 (Mean Difference = 19.5, 95%
HDI = [3.91, 34.7]), and A0.5 vs. C0.5 (Mean Difference = 14.6,
95% HDI = [0.01, 30.7]). However, the analyses presented
no significant differences between groups 0.0 vs. A0.1 (Mean
Difference = 25.2, 95% HDI = [−10.9, 53.8]), A0.1 vs. A0.5
(Mean Difference = 19.5, 95% HDI = [−9.3, 49.1]) and C0.1 vs.
C0.5 (Mean Difference = −4.04, 95% HDI = [−12.8, 4.88]). All
Bayesian comparison are presented in Supplementary Figure S1.
Figure 4 presents the locomotor parameters (average speed,
maximum speed, total distance traveled and freezing) of
zebrafish exposed to Ayahuasca on the memorization and
discrimination phases of the one-trial discrimination test.
A one-way ANOVA found statistical difference for average
swimming speed between groups both on the memorization
phase (F (4,74) = 12.74, p < 0.001) and on the discrimination
phase (F (4,74) = 4.61, p = 0.002). The Tukey’s test is a post hoc
that applies simultaneously to the set of all pairwise comparisons,
and here it showed that groups C0.1 and C0.5 presented higher
average speed than the other groups on the memorization phase
(p < 0.05), and that group C0.5 showed the highest average speed
on the discrimination phase (p < 0.05; Figure 4A).
We analyzed the maximum speed to verify if there were
alterations in the animal’s standard locomotor characteristics
due to the substance exposure. A one-way ANOVA presented

To apply statistical inference, data were evaluated through
exploration analysis due to possible issues with outliers,
homoscedasticity, normality, inflated zero, collinearity and
independent variables as suggested by Zuur et al. (2010).
The difference of exploration time between objects on
each phase was determined by Bayesian inference, an
analysis that allows for complete posterior distribution
to statistical models, creating richer inferences than
more traditional hypothesis tests (Kruschke et al., 2012).
Bayesian analyses use a greater trust interval (highest
density interval—HDI) instead of the trust interval applied
by frequency analyses. The HDI reduces uncertainties,
indicating values with greater credibility and covering 95%
of the data distribution. For our data, the comparison
value was set at about 0, and the Region of Practical
Equivalence—ROPE was defined at ±5 (Pinheiro-da-Silva
et al., 2017).
An exploration index was calculated to evaluate differences
in exploration on each phase of the test, according to Akkerman
et al. (2012) and May et al. (2016). The exploration index
calculated for the memorization phase considered the total time
exploring object A1 and A2 (Em = A1 + A2 ). The discrimination
index for the discrimination phase considered the difference
between the exploration of the known object and the new object
(Di = B − A3 ). Linear regression analysis was performed to
determine whether Em was predictive of Di , that is, whether
time exploring on the memorization phase could be related
to the performance in discriminating the new object on the
discrimination phase. The discrimination indices were then
compared by Bayesian analysis for each group, considering the
theoretical mean as 0 (we used R program to run Bayesian
analysis; Team, 2015).
The locomotor parameters registered on the memorization
and discrimination phases were compared by One-Way
ANOVA, followed by Tukey test, in which p value was
considered significant when below 0.05 (we used Statistic 8.0 Stat
Soft to run ANOVA analysis).

RESULTS
Figure 2 presents data with posterior predictive distribution of
exploration time of the objects on both phases of the test for
groups 0.0, A0.1, A0.5, C0.1 and C0.5, and Bayesian analysis
between phases for all groups. The predictive distribution for
these data show that groups 0.0, A0.1 and A0.5 had no relevant
difference between the exploration time on each phase (Mean
Difference = 0.0: −1.57, 95% HDI = [−18.8, 13.9]; A0.1: 0.60,
95% HDI = [−15.1, 15.4]; A0.5: −1.21, 95% HDI = [−9.44, 7.41];
C0.1: 24.7, 95% HDI = [15.3, 4.8]; C0.5: 14.8, 95% HDI = [8.53,
21]). In contrast, the groups C0.1 and C0.5 showed a reduction
in the object exploration time on the discrimination phase
(Figures 2A,C,E,G,I).
Then, we compared the exploration time of each object
in both phases of the test (Memorization: A1 × A2 and
Discrimination: A3 × B). The control group (0.0) presents
no difference on exploration time of the objects on the
memorization phase (Mean Difference = A1 × A2 = −2.58,
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FIGURE 2 | Plots zebrafish exploration of objects A1, A2, A3 and B. Fish were observed for 15 min and the time spent near the objects were considered as
exploration. The left side column (A,C,E,G,I) shows the dispersion of median values for exploration time in each object, both in memorization and in discrimination
phases, for the 0.0, A0.1, A0.5, C0.1 and C0.5 groups. The right column (B,D,F,H,J) exhibits posterior distribution of the Bayesian analysis: comparison between
the exploration time of objects A1 vs. A2 and A3 vs. B for the five groups tested. Green dashed lines (central dashed line) indicate the comparison value = 0 and red
dashed lines (lateral dashed lines) indicate the Region of Practical Equivalence (ROPE) ±5. 95% highest density interval (HDI) is marked by the black bar on the floor
of the distribution. For further details and statistical analyses, see the “Results” section.

p = 0.44). Tukey’s post hoc test indicated that, on memorization
phase, the groups A0.5, C0.1 and C0.5 presented higher
maximum speed than other groups (p < 0.05; Figure 4B).

statistical significance between groups on the memorization
phase (F (4,74) = 8.71, p < 0.001) but the effect was found
non-significant on the discrimination phase (F (4,73) = 0.93,
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about it. In this view, our data corroborate other studies showing
the zebrafish ability to learn about objects and use the previous
acquired information to discriminate a novel environmental
feature (Oliveira et al., 2015; Santos et al., 2016; Pinheiro-daSilva et al., 2017). The ability to learn and change behavior
according to one’s experiences is highly valuable to all animal
species, as it provides several benefits to fitness. Such ability is
only possible due to the modulatory characteristic of the nervous
system, particularly the hippocampus in mammals (Mumby
et al., 2002; Good et al., 2007; Barker and Warburton, 2011) or
homologous areas in other species—in fish represented by the
lateral pallium (Rodríguez et al., 2002). However, it is exactly
this specific part of the whole nervous system (the hippocampus
analogous areas) that is specially affected by psychoactive drugs
(White et al., 2013; Davidson et al., 2018), such as Ayahuasca.
Nevertheless, the cognitive behaviors measured here are limited
and future essays should be applied to verify in-depth cognitive
effects.
Currently, there are no pharmacological studies in the
literature reporting the Ayahuasca effects on zebrafish learning
and memory (or any other fish species). The structural
homology and genetic similarity between mammals and
zebrafish offers an opportunity to understand Ayahuasca
mechanisms of action with translational view. Indeed, zebrafish
is a reliable experimental model for the screening of psychoactive,
anti-depressive/anxiolytic and other drugs (Stewart et al.,
2014).
Regarding the psychoactive drug approached in this study,
Ayahuasca affects one’s brain because of the abundance
of β-carbolines and DMT available in it (McKenna et al.,
1984). The β-carbolines inhibit the action of MAO and
thus, allows the great bioavailability of DMT. This molecule
(DMT) would then act mostly as a potent serotoninergic
agonist with its main action on 5-HT2A receptors, but also
acting on 5-HT1A , 5-HT1B , 5-HT1D , 5-HT2B , 5-HT2C , 5HT5A , 5-HT6 and 5-HT7 receptors (Carbonaro and Gatch,
2016). Indirectly, the β-carbolines also act as serotoninergic,
dopaminergic and noradrenergic agonists, for MAO possess
action on the degradation of all of those monoaminergic
neurotransmitters (McKenna, 2004; Herculano and Maximino,
2014).
In this study, zebrafish exposed to acute 0.1 ml/L and
0.5 ml/L Ayahuasca showed discriminative performance
comparable to the control group (Figures 2, 3). Moreover,
these two concentrations of Ayahuasca did not trigger
locomotor alterations (Figure 4). Zebrafish were exposed
to Ayahuasca 60 min before the memorization phase of the
task, thus fish were under the action of the drug during
the most important part of the memory test: perceiving,
attending and exploring the objects present in the tank.
As shown by Savoldi et al. (2017), low doses of Ayahuasca
seems to decrease anxiety-like behavior in zebrafish,
allowing the animals to better explore and learn about the
environment.
Despite the actions of DMT on the 5-HT receptors, it has also
been reported to increase the concentrations of dopamine
and norepinephrine in the amygdala and hippocampus

FIGURE 3 | Index box plots represent the relative median values of
discrimination index (Di = B − A3) for the five groups tested in comparison
with a theoretical mean of 0. Groups C0.1 and C0.5 together showed the
lowest values of discrimination, while the A0.1 presented discrimination similar
to control group. Different letters represent statistic difference between
groups. Isolated dots correspond to outliers’ values. For further details and
statistical analyses, see the “Statistical Analysis” section.

The one-way ANOVA performed for all groups, revealed
significant effect on total distance traveled during the test
both on memorization phase (F (4,73) = 12.19, p < 0.001) and
discrimination phase (F (4,73) = 4.52, p = 0.003). Tukey’s post
hoc test showed that, on the memorization phase, animals from
groups C0.1 and C0.5 traveled more distance during the test than
those of other groups (p < 0.05). Yet on the discrimination phase
only the group C0.5 presented higher distance traveled (p < 0.05;
Figure 4C).
Freezing behavior is a total absence of movement and
may indicate higher level of anxiety in the animal. In this
study, a one-way ANOVA applied for all groups showed no
significant effect for the memorization phase (F (4,73) = 2.32,
p = 0.06) but found effect significant on the discrimination
phase (F (4,73) = 3.65, p = 0.009). Tukey’s post hoc test revealed
that groups A0.5 remained longer in freezing than C0.1 and
C0.5 groups on the discrimination phase (p < 0.05; Figure 4D).

DISCUSSION
In this study, we present the effects of Ayahuasca on a very
sensible and disruptive (labile) type of memory that is one-trial
object discrimination. We confirm the zebrafish ability to
perform objects memorization and discrimination, however our
results provide evidence that while acute exposure to the 0.1 ml/L
and 0.5 ml/L Ayahuasca does not alter object memorization
and discrimination, the same dosages on chronic exposure
impair discriminative learning, observed by the decrease on the
exploration time as well as on the discrimination index.
Zebrafish is by nature a highly explorative and novelty
attracted animal (Sison and Gerlai, 2010; Luchiari et al., 2015)
that uses information obtained from the environment to learn
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FIGURE 4 | Locomotor parameters observed during one-trial learning test. (A) Average speed, (B) Maximum speed, (C) Total distance traveled and (D) Freezing.
Five groups of Ayahuasca exposure were tested: 0.0 ml/L (control: 0.0, n = 20), acute 0.1 ml/L (A0.1, n = 20), acute 0.5 ml/L (A0.5, n = 20), chronic 0.1 ml/L (C0.1,
n = 20), and chronic 0.5 ml/L (C0.5, n = 20). Fish behavior was recorded during 15 min on the memorization phase and 15 min during the discrimination phase.
One-way ANOVA was applied for comparisons between groups on the memorization and on the discrimination phase. At least one different letter or ∗ indicates
statistical significance at p < 0.05. Lower case letters were used for the memorization phase and upper case letter for the discrimination phase. For details see
“Results” section.

induces to excessive activation of the serotonergic system,
possibly leading to a state of 5-HT toxicity (Pic-Taylor et al.,
2015).
With exception of the 5-HT5, all the 5-HT receptors subtypes
can be potentially modulated by DMT and are reported in
brain regions related to learning and memory (Meneses, 1999).
Studies have shown that agonistic activity at 5-HT2A receptor
improves memory (Alhaider et al., 1993; Harvey, 2003). DMT is
described as having its most evident pharmacological activity as
a 5-HT2A agonist, therefore an increase in mnemonic capacity
could be expected in the tested protocol. Nevertheless, in the
present study the long-term exposure to Ayahuasca seems to
suppress this benefit. For instance, in rats, excessive activation
of 5-HT2A receptor impairs latent inhibition (Cassaday et al.,
1993). We could consider that 5-HT, as previously reported
for dopamine (França et al., 2015), might exert modulation
on learning and memory in an U inverted shape, i.e., to
achieve an optimal performance, an intermediate level of
serotonergic system activity should be preferable. However,
further studies are necessary for understanding this possible
mechanism and also the role of the other 5-HT receptors
related to DMT effects on learning and memory processes.
In addition, also the dopaminergic and noradrenergic function
may be modulated by beta-carbolines in ayahuasca tea. Indeed,
these two neurotransmitters also have been described as critical
modulators of learning processes (França et al., 2015; Atucha
et al., 2017).

(de Castro-Neto et al., 2013). Therefore, it seems that a
low dose of Ayahuasca offers the ideal amount of brain
stimulation to confer decreased anxiety and increased overall
perception of the situation to obtain as much information as
possible. Although the low doses of Ayahuasca did not cause
any amelioration for the zebrafish object discrimination
(results were comparable to control), the present task
counts simply on one-trial exposure to access learning and
memory. In this sense, future studies approaching more
complex tasks such as associative conditioning or time
and place learning would be valuable to compose a more
complete picture of the low Ayahuasca doses on the cognitive
function.
On the other hand, zebrafish exposed to 0.1 ml/L and
0.5 ml/L Ayahuasca for 13-days (chronic) previous to the
cognitive task employed in this study presented impaired ability
to discriminate objects. Additionally, these groups (C0.1 and
C0.5) presented increased swimming speed and distance traveled
compared to the other concentrations. Although these fish
have shown higher activity, the objects exploration on the
memorization phase was significantly low (Figure 2). The
increased overall activity together with decreased attention and
exploration behavior of chronically treated animals suggest
signals related to anxiety. It is known that hyperactivity and
anxiety-like behavior are highly correlated in zebrafish (Kalueff
et al., 2013), which seems to be the case of the chronic Ayahuasca
groups. The continued combination of DMT and harmaline
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Furthermore, 5-HT can cross-regulate acetylcholine release
in the brain (Jackson et al., 1988; Jäkälä et al., 1992; Sparks
et al., 2018) and harmaline also binds to other neurotransmitter
receptors (norepinephrine, dopamine, glutamate receptors;
Glennon et al., 2000; Miwa et al., 2000; Grella et al., 2003;
Beitz and Saxon, 2004; Kralic et al., 2005; Paterson et al.,
2009) This whole excessive alteration of the neurotransmitter
systems may be related in the present data to decreased attention
and learning observed after chronic Ayahuasca exposure. In
fact, both chronic groups C0.1 and C0.5 presented reduced
exploration time, and discrimination index significantly inferior
to the control and acute groups. In other words, those groups
did not replicate the typical behaviors observed on the control
group. Currently, the use of microdoses (small doses without
toxic effects named subclinical doses, such as 0.1) of psychedelics
has gained popularity due to the positive consequences described
on mood and cognition (Johnstad, 2018). However, we believe
that even low doses of Ayahuasca used in a chronically
exposure regime were responsible for hampering the mnemonic
processes in zebrafish. Nevertheless, further studies are still
needed to evaluate potential harmful effects of prolonged
exposure.
An alternative hypothesis can be drawn considering that
after 13-days of Ayahuasca treatment, zebrafish were tested
under abstinence of the drug. The withdrawal syndrome
is typified mostly by an array of cognitive, behavioral and
physiological symptoms (Favaro and de Paula, 2012). The
increased locomotion reported for the chronically treated
animals are compatible to this idea. This assertion occurs
for we consider that the chronic groups lacked the drug on
the test days, thus cognitive impairment may have derived
from the withdrawal and not from excessive stimulation by
DMT and β-cabolines. However, the absence of freezing (a
typical anxiety related behavior; (Kalueff et al., 2013) did
not accompany the symptoms (Figure 4), indicating that the
withdrawal syndrome diagnostic cannot be ensured. Hence,
the withdrawal or intoxication interpretation would need
further investigation, preferably involving physiological
parameters evaluation (i.e., cortisol), to be accepted or
completely denied. Furthermore, Ayahuasca does not act
in the reward system itself, and thus abstinence is not
our main hypothesis in terms of the drug’s mechanism of
action.
Finally, the Ayahuasca exposure regimes and concentrations
used herein indicates significant modulation on the locomotor
parameters and environmental exploration and discrimination,
suggesting impaired cognitive performance of the chronic
exposure while low acute concentrations seem to not affect
one-trial discrimination in zebrafish. However, our knowledge

on Ayahuasca’s potential to affect cognitive processes is still very
little, and other exposure regimes and periods of withdrawal
following the drug usage should be evaluated. For example,
Ayahuasca long-term consumers use the drug once or twice a
month, thus in a regime that cannot be properly comparable to
the one used in the present study. In addition, cognitive protocols
focusing in longer periods of learning would be important to
better comprehend the extent of the mnemonic hampering
observed in the one-trial learning in the present study. For
future studies, we also suggest the use of zebrafish to test
Ayahuasca exposure regimes on the development of drug seeking
behavior. Studies have shown that regular ingestion of the brew
is associated with a reduction in the consumption of abusive
drugs (Fábregas et al., 2010; Thomas et al., 2013; Oliveira-lima
et al., 2015; Soler et al., 2016), and this effect should be related
to Ayahuasca action. Also, it would be important to invest in
techniques that show changes in the brain (neurotransmitters,
proteins, neuroplasticity) caused by Ayahuasca, in order to
thoroughly understand the comparative effect of low vs. high and
acute vs. chronic exposure of a drug that has been increasing used
worldwide.
Overall, we reiterate the valuable contribution of the zebrafish
in biomedical research of psychoactive drugs and showed that
acute use of low Ayahuasca concentrations does not interfere on
the memory formation of a single event, but prolonged exposure
to concentrations considered as low may cause harmful effects
to learning and memory processes. As such, Ayahuasca regime
of exposure should be carefully considered, specially its use on a
daily or weekly basis.
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